
Answer the question, just write down the option of your answer 

1. I got dressed, ________. 

(A) and had his breakfast   (C) and Nejad had his breakfast 

(B) had his breakfast    (D) or Nejad had his breakfast 

2. We must not complain about the problem, ________. 

(A) must help to put it right   (C) or we must help to put it right 

(B) but we must help to put it right   (D) but must help to put it right 

3.  ________, she quickly closed it. 

(A) Could reach the door   (C) Before he could reach the 

door 

(B) Before reaching the door   (D) Reach the door 

4. We cannot go to Ghavamian’s party ________. 

(A) because away that weekend  (C) going away that weekend 

(B) away that weekend   (D) because we are going away 

that weekend 

5.________ when the others will arrive? 

(A) Do Rahmani know   (C) Does Rahmani kno 

(B) Do Rahmani knows   (D Is Rahmani know 

Exercise: 

1. She is working as a secretary, a teacher, and in a course. 

      A             B                      C                 D 

2. The speaker introduced himself and explaining about the material. 

           A         B                               C                      D 

3. My plans tonight are to do my assignment, to revise my thesis, and going to sleep. 

                  A                     B                                             C              D 

4. The paper she made was rather good but cannot be used in this presentation. 

               A                      B                              C                D 

5. The man was caught by the police because of stealing the jewelry store and make that  

                   A                B                  C                                         D                      

woman injured. 
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Answer 

1. C. And Nejad had his breakfast 
2. B. But we must help to put it right 
3. C. Before we could reach the door  
4. D. Because we are going away 
5. C. Does rahmani kno 

Exercise 

1. D. In a course  
2. C. Explaining 
3. D. Thesis 
4. B. Was 
5. D. Make 
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